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Status
 Pending

Subject
Categorize individual blog posts

Category
Feature request

Feature
Blog
Category

Submitted by
rpg

Volunteered to solve
rpg

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Bloggers often have blogs that are about them, rather than about a topic. But within their blog,
individual posts should be categorized by topic(s). I.e., it's the post, not the blog, that's the right unit
of categorization.
I have seen a RFE for this on tikiwiki.org, where there's an interesting page on Tiki Blog suggestions
of vintage about 2004. See http://tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php?page=BlogIdeasPaulap. Possibly we
should make a pass over this page and either add these suggestions as tracker items or identify
them as out-of-date.

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
1195

Created
Saturday 07 July, 2007 16:03:02 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Saturday 07 July, 2007 16:03:02 GMT-0000
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joerg 06 Oct 09 10:06 GMT-0000

I think using Freetags would manage the same effort, but to come closer to other blogging solutions the
blog needs an own Freetags browser, which allows to "sort" all posts with specific tags (and all in the
suitable design for the blog).
Thinking of something like a tag cloud above (and/or below) and with one click on a tag, all posts with
this tag are shown. And the look stays the normal blog look and not like a search page as normal
Freetags browser looks alike.
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Attachments
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No attachments for this item
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